EC Declaration of Conformity


Manufacturer:
2N TELEKOMUNIKACE a.s.
Modřanská 621, Prague 4, Czech Republic

Declares under our sole responsibility that the product

**Description:**
Digital voice recorder for LIFT

**Name of product:**
2N® Floor announciator

**Model numbers:**
913305E

**Specification:**
Designed for voice navigation, voice info system, safety systems.

conforms to the following standards

**EMC**

EN 55022:1999, EN 55024:1999

and declares that the product is **safe** under conditions of usage and under conditions stated in the service manual belonging to this product.

The tests were performed by the following accredited test laboratories:

**Technical Centre of Telecommunications and Post**
Testing laboratory No. 1063 TESTCOM, Accredited by CIA
Hvožďanská 3, 148 01 Praha 4, Czech Republic

- Protocol No.: 776/03

Date and place of issue: Prague, Czech Republic, 18th March 2010

Ing. Oldřich Stejskal, managing director.